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Welcome Guest. You may view the program without logging in. However, you will not be able to save a personal schedule unless you sign in first. Click the 'lock' icon at the upper-right corner to sign in.
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Learn. Share. Experience.
Turbulence has emerged as the new normal. A critical, underlying human assumption about leading is that we are traversing or mobilizing from some current state toward a new state. Often this new state will be characterized as stable or predictable. But, what if the mindset of leading from turbulence to stability is antiquated? What if 'stable' never comes? Leadership in Turbulent Times will consider what turbulence means, and what it demands for effectively leading in a humane world of resilient communities and thriving organizations. Gather with your colleagues in Brussels this October as we challenge existing assumptions and propose new ones. Let's marshal our individual and collective intelligence and advance the world's understanding and practices of leading in turbulence. 



The world needs better leadership and ILA's mission of promoting a deeper understanding of leadership knowledge and practice for the greater good aims to make a difference. Join more than 1,200 leadership coaches and consultants, educators and students, scholars and researchers, and public leaders and executives as we learn, share, and experience more integrated leadership thinking, practices, and solutions that can positively impact our complex global and local environments. 



More information is available at: www.ila-net.org/Conferences/2017/index.html

General conference questions? Contact us at conferences@ila-net.org.

Questions about presenting? Contact us at 2017BrusselsCFP@ila-net.org.
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